Genealogy Basics – Using Ancestry’s and other Missing Friends Databases
By Joe Petrie
BACKGROUND:
Ancestry has recently added a database named “Searching for Missing Friends: Irish Immigrant
Advertisements Placed in The Boston Pilot” (henceforth Missing Friends). There are over 96,000
Ancestry records from over 41,000 advertisements in the Boston Pilot newspaper from 1831 – 1921.
The source of the records is a publication from the New England Historic Genealogical Society
(NEHGS). The publication is an 8 volume set from 1989 until 1993. The editors were. Ruth-Ann Harris,
Donald M. Jacobs and B. Emer O’Keeffe. The initial task of indexing and publishing these notices was
conducted as a joint venture between the NEGHS and Northeastern University. AmericanAncestors.org
has the original database.
I discovered the 8 volume set when reading “Newfoundland Ancestor”. The author indicated that there
were Newfoundlanders in the 8 volumes. There was no database at the time. I found a local library that
had the 8 volumes and researched my Newfoundland ancestors. In Volume 3, I found a notice from
Michael Tobin living in Thorold Ontario who was searching for his brothers: Richard living in
Newfoundland and Patrick living in Prince Edward Island. His notice indicated that they had previously
lived in Goran, Kilkenny, Ireland. (Goran is not the current spelling.) Also, the notice indicated that their
parents were Patrick Tobin and Judith Keeffe. Richard was my great, great grand-father but I never knew
his parents’ names. Also, I did not know that he had 2 brothers. Edward-Vincent Chafe, a certificated
Canadian Genealogist, verified the record for me.
In this article, I’ll cover the “same” database on 3 web sites: NEHGS’s AmericanAncestors.org; Boston
College’s infowanted.bc.edu and Ancestry Library (henceforth Ancestry). Why all three? There are
differences.

MISSING FRIENDS ON THE AMERICANANCESTORS.ORG WEB SITE:
Dr. Jim Ryan a noted Irish Genealogist in http://theindepthgenealogist.com/ describes the value of

the database as follows:
The information available in these notices provides very important information on the Irish origin
of a named immigrant. Some even list the townland of origin which is invaluable in locating this
person within the Irish records. It can also identify relatives, the immigrant’s age, and possibly a
port of departure and entry, year of arrival or occupation. Note also that the location of the
persons listed is not restricted to Massachusetts or even New England but refer to all parts of the
Eastern US. Whereas most adverts seek brothers or sisters of children or parents, there are also
incidences of spouses seeking their errant ‘other halves’, or the robbed seeking the robber. All
human life is here.
Initially, the database was only available at NEHGS’s web site, now the AmericanAncestors.org web site.
(This is a subscription site. It is available for use at many libraries in New England.)
NEHGS describes the database and gives retrieval tips as follows:
Beginning in 1831 and over the course of the next eighty-five years, the nationally distributed
Boston Pilot newspaper printed some 45,000 “Missing Friends” advertisements placed by friends
and relatives. No one knows how many of these families found each other as a result of the ads,
but these nineteenth-century notices continue to help families today find their ancestors. These
advertisements typically referred to the exact place of origin of the seeker and/or the sought.
Many of the ads also describe the process and route of immigration, and even the name of the
passenger ship. Many advertisements refer to women, for whom determining exact origin is even
more difficult, due to the lack of naturalization records. So the Missing Friends advertisements
help fill a great gap in nineteenth-century records for a mobile, impoverished, immigrant
population.

Tips from NEHGS on searching this database:
•The names of the "Missing Friends" have been indexed, and are searchable by first name and/or
last name.
•Keyword searches can reveal the name of the person's original home, place of departure, first
known residence, and last known residence, if published in the advertisement.
•The search years are for the dates of publication of the notice. Notices were routinely posted
years after someone's arrival in America.
•Try searching for all spelling variations. The spelling of surnames was not standardized and the
Soundex search will not find all variants. The asterisk wildcard, which matches any string of
characters, can be helpful in this regard.
When the software became available, I searched for Richard Tobin in Newfoundland. No records were
found; I searched for Richard in Gowran, Kilkenny, Ireland and found the record. The
AmericanAncestors.org selection criteria screen for the record that I found follows:

The following is the Search Results screen. The software found 3 records for a Richard Tobin – the first
was the applicable record.

Please note that I believe that there should not have been records found that met my search
criteria. The notice had the family from Goran. I used the current spelling of Gowran.
I selected the first record because I knew it was the record that I had found previously when reading the 8
volume set.
The following screen shows the page in the 8 volume set that the record was on page 378 of Volume 3.
The record for my Tobin Family is the second from the top.

The following is the Notice from Volume 3.

Based on the instructions from NEHGS on the use of the Keyword search, I would have expected that
theTobin record would be retrieved in Keyword searches for: Canada, Newfoundland, Ontario, and Prince
Edward Island. No Tobin records were found.
Also, I thought the Exact Location search may have retrieved Tobin records for: Canada, Newfoundland,
Ontario, and Prince Edward Island. Only one Tobin record was found. It was Michael’s record!
In addition, and more importantly for individuals reasearching Canada Provinces, using only the
Keyword field. I retrieved: 2524 records for Canada; 170 records for Newfoundland; 240 records for
Nova Scotia; 151 records for Ontario; 64 records for Prince Edward Island; and 14 records for Cape
Breton.
Finally, using only the Exact Location field, there were: 27 records for Canada; 19 records for
Newfoundland; 22 records for Nova Scotia; 4 records for Ontario; 196 records for Prince Edward Island
and 8 records for Cape Breton.
Please note that I believe that the transcription and/or the indexing was flawed.

MISSING FRIENDS ON THE BOSTON COLLEGE WEB SITE:
The free database is named Information Wanted on a website on Boston College’s web site
(http://infowanted.bc.edu).
The Search Criteria Screen follows:

I searched for Richard Tobin. The following is the results screen.

Based on the AmericanAncestors results, I expected 3 results. There were six.
I selected the 4th record.

The results screen follows:

This is a transcript. There is no notice.
I like to read images. There’s no images.
Finally, the location is inconsistent. The Boston College transcript indicates that the first location was
Prince Edward Island.The Tobin family settled in Northern Bay Newfoundland in the early 1800s.
Patrick, the son, relocated to Prince Edward Island and Michael relocated to Ontario. To my knowledge,
Richard stayed in Newfoundland. Please note that I tried to get his record fixed. To date, I have not been
successful.
I did get to talk to one of the Editors of the 8 volume set who was on the BC faculty. She told me that she
could not get the record fixed.

MISSING FRIENDS ON THE ANCESTRY WEB SITE:
I use the New Collections tab whenever I want to search only one database. New Collections is really a
misnomer. Actually, it covers all databases. Remember that Ancestry has over 10,000 databases.
There are 96,583 records in the Missing Friends database. I surmised that there were at least two records
for each notice. For Michael’s notice, there were 5 records. There was a record for each person named in
the notice: the father Patrick; the mother Judith Keeffe; Patrick; Richard and Michael (the source).
The following is the Record Selection Criteria Screen for Richard Tobin of Newfoundland. Please note
that I wanted an exact match. I only wanted the records for Richard Tobin.

There are 11 Ricard Tobins in the Ancestry version. My ancestor’s record is the seventh. In total there are
211 Tobin records in the Ancestry version.

The Ancestry record’s Image is identical to the AmericanAncestor’s image.

I retrieved: 3579 records for Canada; 183 records for Newfoundland; 210 records for Nova Scotia; 1459
records for Ontario; 54 records for Prince Edward Island; and 8 records for Cape Breton.
SUMMARY:
When I was an information specialist for NASA and a computer specialist and program manager for
USDOT, I learned to expect the unexpected. I also learned that often the late-comer often had an
advantage.
The unexpected: One would think that all 3 versions would be essentially the same. They used the same
source, the NEHGS 8 volume set.
The late-comer: It is almost like Ancestry learned from the earlier versions of Missing Friends.
Now I use the Ancestry Missing Friends database exclusively.
#
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